Abstract 23
Rapid advances in "next-generation" DNA sequencing technology have brought the 24 $1000 human genome within reach while providing the raw sequencing output for 25 researchers to revolutionize the way populations are genotyped. To capitalize on these 26 advancements, genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) has been developed as a rapid and 27 robust approach for reduced-representation sequencing of multiplexed samples that 28 combines genome-wide molecular marker discovery and genotyping. The flexibility and 29 low-cost of GBS makes this an excellent tool for many applications and research 30 questions in plant genetics and breeding. Here we address some of the new research 31 opportunities that are becoming more feasible with GBS. Further, we highlight areas 32 where GBS will become more powerful with the continued increase of sequencing 33 output, development of reference genomes, and improved bioinformatics. The ultimate 34 goal of plant biology scientists is to connect phenotype to genotype. In plant breeding the 35 genotype can then be used to predict phenotypes and select improved cultivars. 36
Furthering our understanding of the connection between heritable genetic factors and the 37 resulting phenotypes will enable genomics-assisted breeding to exist on the scale needed 38 to increase global food supplies in the face of decreasing arable land and climate change. rapidly becoming so inexpensive that it will soon be reasonable to use it for every genetic 52 study. NGS applications have the potential to revolutionize the field of plant genomics 53 and the practice of applied plant breeding. 54
One of the primary objectives of functional genomics in agricultural species is to 55 connect phenotype to genotype and use this knowledge to make phenotypic predictions 56 and select improved plant types. To do this on a genome-wide scale requires large 57 populations with dense molecular markers across the genome. To put the power of NGS 58 to work for plant breeding and genomics, new approaches for sequence-based genotyping 59 have been developed. One promising approach is genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) 60 which uses enzyme-based complexity reduction (using restriction endonucleases to target 61 only a small portion of the genome) coupled with DNA barcoded adapters to produce 62 multiplex libraries of samples ready for NGS sequencing. This approach has been 63
The two key components for genotyping germplasm are finding DNA sequence 72 polymorphisms and assaying the markers across a full set of material. Classically, this 73 has been a two-step process involving marker discovery followed by assay design and 74
genotyping. An important strength of sequence-based genotyping approaches is that the 75 marker discovery and genotyping are completed at the same time. This facilitates 76 exploration of new germplasm sets or even new species without the upfront effort of 77 discovering and characterizing polymorphisms. Another key component of GBS datasets 78 is that the raw data is dynamic. The raw sequences obtained from GBS can be re-79 analyzed, uncovering further information (e.g. new polymorphisms, annotated genes, 80 etc.) as bioinformatics techniques improve, reference genomes develop, and the 81 collection of sequence data increases. Each of these factors adds additional value to the 82 same raw dataset. 83
One of the first and broadly adapted applications for utilizing NGS was for single 84 nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) and presence/absence variation (PAV) discovery in 85 The key objective of the GBS approach, therefore, is not merely to discover 94 polymorphisms and then transfer these to a fixed assay, but to simultaneously discover 95 polymorphisms and obtain genotypic information across the whole population of interest. 96
It is this combined one-step approach that makes GBS a truly rapid and flexible platform 97 for a range of species and germplasm sets and perfectly suited for genomic selection in 98 plant breeding programs. As sequencing output continues to increase, GBS will evolve 99 first to lower levels of complexity reduction (to capture more sequence variants) and then 100 to whole-genome re-sequencing (to capture all variants). Whole genome re-sequencing 101 has been applied in Arabidopsis, rice, and maize (Huang et al., 2009 ; Ashelford et al., 102 quickly becomes less manageable with larger, more complex genomes that lack a solid 104 reference genome (Morrell et al., 2011) . The level of multiplexing has also been limited 105 in this approach, increasing per sample cost. 106
As GBS can be readily used for de novo discovery and application of new 107 molecular polymorphisms, it is particularly powerful for new sets of germplasm and 108 uncharacterized species. In many ways the greatest advantage of sequence-based 109 genotyping approaches is reducing ascertainment bias associated with marker discovery 110 in panels differing from the target population. This is an obvious advantage for 111 association studies where differing allele frequencies greatly influence the power and 112 parallel. There are many variations of this approach and GBS is one specific method for 130 "genotyping using "next generation sequencing of multiplex DNA-barcoded reduced-131 representation libraries" (Table 1) . Further, the combination of enzymes that can be 132 Though genotyping-by-sequencing approaches greatly benefit from a reference 213 genome, the rapid discovery and ordering (through genetic mapping) of sequence-based 214 molecular markers can greatly assist with the development and refinement of a reference 215 genome. High-density genetic maps developed through GBS can be used to anchor and 216 order physical maps and refine or correct unordered sequence contigs. In D. simulans, 217
Andolfatto, et al. (2011) were able to assign 8 Mb to linkage groups, which comprised 218 30% of the unassembled D. simulans genome or about 6% of the total genome. This is a 219 substantial improvement of an already well-characterized genome. Likewise, in current 220 efforts in much larger, more complex genomes including barley (5.5 Gb) and wheat (16 221 Gb) (Arumuganathan and Earle, 1991), high-density GBS maps are being used to assist 222 with anchoring and ordering large numbers of assembled but unanchored and unordered 223 contigs (N. Stein et al., in press). This approach appears very promising, creating a 224 positive feed-back loop where the development of the reference genome assisted by GBS 225 markers leads to better SNP calling and order-based imputation for GBS datasets. 226
Maps made easy 228
The combination of GBS with a well-defined reference genome makes the 229 development of genetic maps for characterizing segregating populations exceptionally 230 straightforward. In the absence of a solid reference genome, a high-density reference 231 genetic map can serve the same purpose. For characterizing a new population, there will 232 no longer be any need to place markers on linkage groups, calculate recombination 233 frequencies, or order markers. With a reference genome, markers can be ordered along is that the per-sample cost will be low enough that individual samples can be used rather 272 than bulks. This will allow correction or removal of any individuals that were incorrectly 273 phenotyped while confirming segregation of linked markers. Depending on the 274 application, there will be a balance between finding markers linked to the gene of interest 275 using GBS and developing single marker assays from the resulting data. Considering 276 breeding approaches, it can still be optimal to pre-screen populations with markers for 277 known single genes (with large effects) for smaller investment in time and sample costs 278 prior to conducting whole genome profiling. Selected plants carrying desired genes can 279 then be genotyped using GBS for genomic selection. 280
281

An Excess of Markers 282
While pre-selection of breeding populations for single markers for important 283 genes is a viable breeding strategy, sequencing capacity is becoming so inexpensive and 284 readily available that it will soon be reasonable to generate whole-genome profiles on any 285 germplasm of interest. Previously, scientists spent a majority of their time developing and 286 working with a small number of markers. Many projects today still only require a small 287 number of markers to complete. GBS, however, can readily generate tens of thousands of 288 usable markers which can be selectively filtered into the few required for a target 289 experiment. While statistical geneticists will always prefer to have as many markers as 290 possible, genomic selection models have diminishing returns on additional markers once 291 the population has reached the point of "marker saturation" (Jannink et 
Filling in the blanks 302
The "catch" to GBS and sequence-based genotyping in general, is that datasets 303 often have a significant amount of missing data due to low coverage sequencing (Davey 304 et al., 2011). Biologically, missing genotyping calls in GBS datasets can be the result of 305 presence-absence variation, polymorphism in restriction sites, and/or differential 306 methylation. On the other hand, the technical issue of missing data with GBS is a 307 combination of 1) library complexity (i.e., number of unique sequence tags) and 2) 308 sequence coverage of the library. 309
Library complexity is directly related to the species' genome under investigation 310 and the choice of enzyme(s) used for complexity reduction. Enzymes with a shorter 311 recognition site will naturally produce more fragments than those with a longer 312 recognition site. Methylation-sensitive enzymes will greatly reduce the number of 313 fragments in species with large portions of repetitive DNA. In barley, PstI-MspI libraries 314 generate around 500,000 -600,000 unique tags while in wheat around 1.5M tags are 315 generated (J. Poland, unpublished) . The actual number of sequence tags present in a raw 316 dataset is substantially higher partly due allelic variants, but largely due to sequencing 317 errors, many of which can be non-random. This can and will generate many versions of 318 "unique" tags. 319
The level of missing data is based on the sequencing coverage. The sequencing 320 coverage is a function of the library complexity, multiplexing level, and the output of the 321 sequencing platform (Andolfatto et al., 2011). The multiplexing level and the number of 322 independent sequences generated from the sequencing platform will determine the 323 average number of reads per sample. Higher multiplexing levels will reduce the data per 324 sample, while increased sequencing output (when using the same multiplexing level) will 325 understandably increase the data per sample. One key component of GBS on different 326 sequencing platforms is the number of independent reads. Post-Sanger sequencing 327 platforms generally rely on a large number of short sequence reads to produce gigabases 328 of sequence data (Metzker, 2009 ). The new platforms are continually increasing the 329 sequencing output, a function of more and longer reads. For GBS, however, generating 330 longer reads is less advantageous than generating more reads. More sequence reads 331 provides more data per sample. Alternatively, increasing read numbers allows higher 332 multiplexing levels with static amounts of data per sample. For GBS, 10 Gb of sequence 333 data generated from 100M reads of 100 bp would be preferable to 10M reads of 1,000 bp. 334
While increasing the number of reads is clearly advantageous for GBS, longer reads are 335 also beneficial, leading to the discovery of more polymorphisms (particularly in species 336 with limited diversity) and assisting GBS applications in polyploids where secondary, 337 genome-specific polymorphisms are needed to differentiate a segregating SNP from 338 homeologous sequences on other genomes. 339
Missing data can be dealt with by 1) sequencing to higher depth or 2) imputing. 340
The logical approach to removing missing data is to sequence to a higher depth by 341 reducing the multiplexing level or sequencing the library multiple times. This can be very 342 effective (Figure 4 ) but has the drawback of increaseing per sample cost. For important 343 association mapping panels or parents of a breeding program, however, the additional 344 investment to generate higher coverage of the tags is likely worthwhile. For breeding 345 applications using GBS with targeted selection, other approaches to minimize the impact 346 of missing data are preferable. Since a majority of the population will be discarded, 347 minimizing genotyping cost will take preference over minimizing missing data. 348
The second approach is imputation of missing data. Depending on the genome, Finally, a matrix of realized relationships among individuals in a breeding 358 population can be constructed without imputation. For very high-density genotyped data 359 generated by GBS, the marker coverage is sufficient to saturate the genomic linkage 360 disequilibrium present in most breeding programs. From this perspective, it is only 361 necessary to determine a pair-wise identity between individuals for the markers that are 362 present in both individuals. With high marker density, there will still be tens of thousands 363 of pair-wise comparisons between two individuals, well beyond the saturation point for 364 most elite breeding material. Imputation with the simple marker mean can still produce 365 accurate genomic selection prediction models. From a genomic selection perspective, 366 kinship-based marker imputation can be used to optimize the realized relationship matrix 367 in the presence of a high-level of missing data (Poland et al., The Plant Genome, 368 concurrent submission). This approach has been shown to improve the relationship 369 estimates and give more accurate genomic selection model predictions. 370
371
Association mapping 372
GBS has the potential to be an excellent tool for genotyping of diverse panels for 373 association mapping (AM). One key to applying GBS for AM mapping is addressing the 374 missing data problem. As noted previously, higher coverage sequencing will reduce the 375 amount of missing data at the expense of increased per sample costs. For a high-value 376 AM panel that will be well characterized, extensively phenotyped, and serve as a 377 community resource population, the additional cost of sequencing several times to 378 achieve high coverage is likely worth the investment. This will produce a very well-379 characterized genetic population. At a high coverage, imputation of missing data will 380 become a very precise exercise, particularly on populations with extensive linkage 381 disequilibrium. Depending on the species under interrogation, the GBS markers will need 382 to be ordered via a physical reference map or through genetic mapping. 383
In such populations, GBS markers also have the advantage of being able to survey 384 multiple haplotypes on a fine scale. When two or more SNPs are within the same tag, 385 these SNP alleles are both evaluated concurrently. For PAVs, GBS also has the power to 386 uncover these alleles. Array-based methods, particularly those applied to polyploid 387 species, are limited in the ability to accurately survey PAVs as hybridization to a 388 duplicated sequence will indicate an allele call (for the ancestral allele) even if the target 389 locus is absent. Due to the context sequence accompanying a SNP, GBS enables 390 discrimination between duplicated sequences. At higher sequencing coverage of the GBS 391 library, PAV can then be inferred by the absence of a given tag for a given sample in the 392 pool of sequenced tags. 393
394
Genomic Selection 395
In the field of plant breeding, an important objective in the development of GBS 396 is to create a low-cost genotyping platform capable of generating high-density genotypes. 397
For genomic selection in crop species, breeders need a fast, inexpensive, flexible method 398 that will enable genotyping of large populations of selection candidates. A majority of the 399 selection candidates are then discarded, creating a situation that is greatly benefited from 400 low-cost genotyping. GBS is quickly expanding to fill those requirements. 
sequence. 658
Data analysis: Following a sequencing run, Fastq files containing raw data from the 659 run are used to parse sequencing reads to samples using the DNA barcode sequence. 660
Once assigned to individual samples, the reads are aligned to a reference genome. 661
In the case of species without a complete reference genomic sequence, reads are 662 internally aligned (alignment of all sequence reads will all other reads from that 663 library) and SNPs identified from 1 or 2 bp sequence miss-match. Various filtering 664 algorithms can then be used to distinguish true bi-allelic SNPs from sequencing 665 
